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Weak
Sisters with Voices

Song: WEAK
Artist: SWV (Sisters With Voices)
Tabbed by: Jan Michael Redoblado (lenaj1009@yahoo.com)
E-mail me for comments and corrections!

Chord Pattern
Intro:    Am-Gm-Bb-Gm-F / Riff
Verse:    Am ? Dm
Refrain:  Cm ? F ? Bb ? Eb
		 Cm ? F ? G ? C
Chorus:   Am ? Dm ? Gm ? B-Bb
		 Am ? Dm ? Gm ? B-Bb
		 Am ? Dm ? Gm ? Bb-C-C#m,C#m7
Bridge:      Dm - Cm
Riff:
 e  ---------------------------------------|
 B  ---------------------------------------|
 G  -----5-----------------0h3--0h3-2--0---|
 D  -5h7---5-5-7-8-7-5-3-3-----------------|
 A  ---------------------------------------|
 E  ---------------------------------------|

Words:

(Verse 1)
I don?t know what it is that you?ve done to me
When I?m starting to act in such a crazy way
Whatever it is that you do, when you do what you?re doing
It?s a feeling that I don?t understand

(Refrain)
Cause my heart starts beating triple time
With thoughts of loving you on my mind
I can?t figure out just what to do
When all that?s here is you

(Chorus)
I get so weak in the knees, I can?t hardly speak
I lose all control, and something takes over me
In the day it is so amazing, it?s not a phrase,
I want you to stay with me, by my side, I swallow my pride
Your love is so sweet, it knocks me right off of my feet
I can?t explain why your loving makes me weak

(Verse2)
Time after time, after time I tried to hide it
But the memory just keeps on holding on



__don?t know this part__ when you?re around me baby
___this part too!_______ and I don?t wanna be alone

(repeat Refrain and Chorus once)

NOTE:
* The Bridge part where the vocals go up and a lot of belting out is done kinda
confused me so I didn?t 
it. But it was basically playing around with the chord pattern. I?m just lazy to
figure it out!
   After that comes another chorus but this time the frets are higher. From Am
it goes to Bm..etc.
   This is my first tab, bear with it! And for corrections, additions, etc?
Email me! Thanks. Keep it cool! (-.-)


